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Case Studies In TRIZ: Cellulose Conversion
This article describes a live problem solving session conducted during a university
teaching programme conducted in SE Asia. Confidentiality restrictions mean we can’t
reveal the whole story, but nevertheless, it feels like the basic strategies used during the
exercise are totally generic and therefore worthy of a wider audience.
The case concerns a process for converting (usually waste) biomass into fuel using
enzymes to assist in the conversion process. Very early into the problem definition activity,
we identified a piece of existing IP that was blocking the piece of work being undertaken
by the university’s researchers. In essence, what they were looking to commercialise was
pretty much exactly what was written into US Patent 7,419,809, granted to inventors in
September 2008.
The problem, in fact, could be honed down to the text contained in Claim 1 of that patent:
1. A method of converting cellulose within a cellulosic substrate to glucose, comprising: (a) treating
a lignocellulosic substrate with a purified enzyme mixture, said purified enzyme mixture
comprising: (i) cellobiohydrolase I (CBHI) enzyme, wherein said CBHI enzyme is a CBHI core or
unmodified CBHI, wherein the CBHI core is present in an amount from 55 to 100% by weight
relative to all CBHI enzyme in the enzyme mixture; and (ii) cellulase enzymes, wherein said
cellulase enzymes comprise an endoglucanase (EG), an exo-cellobiohydrolase (CBH), and .beta.glucosidase, thereby providing glucose in an amount greater than an amount provided by the use
of unmodified CBHI alone; and, (b) recovering said glucose.

In order that the researchers could achieve the desired ‘freedom to practice’, it was
necessary to design a solution that fundamentally could not use the solution protected by
these words. Freedom to practice essentially requires one or more of the following
strategies to be applied to the offending patent Claim:
-take something away
-substitute something
-remove a connection
-change a connection
-connect something to something else;
-eliminate a process step
-change a sequence
-change an attribute
Often the easiest of these strategies to deploy is the one at the end of the list, ‘change an
attribute’. When inventor’s include attribute descriptions in their invention disclosures, it is
generally speaking because the Patent Examiner has successfully fought the perennial
battle between making the patent as broad as possible (what the inventor wants) and
making it as narrow as possible (what the Examiner wants). In the case of the 7,419,809
disclosure, the only real attribute description is the part of the Claim stating that the CBHI
core amount should be ‘from 55 to 100%’.
Having been forced by the Examiner to include a limitation like this into their disclosure, it
is then in the interests of the inventor to choose a range that is as broad as possible, and
failing that, to at least select a range such that the invention won’t work once anyone tries
to go outside the stated conditions.
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And that, as it turns out, is the case with this attribute definition; decreasing the amount of
CBHI below 55% effectively slows the conversion process to such an extent that the
process effectively becomes unviable.
However – and it is a big however – dropping below the ’55 to 100%’ range specified by
the original inventors would very definitely offer a way of designing around this patent. In
fact, by simply changing those words to ‘less than 55%’ in effect we would have
successfully designed around the patent and given ourselves freedom to practice.
In other words, what we have here is a contradiction: reducing the amount of CBHI allows
us to design around the patent, but unfortunately, reducing the amount also means that
the speed of the conversion process becomes uneconomic. And, of course, no sooner
have we found a contradiction – albeit this one is as much a legal problem as it is a
technical one – we know that someone, somewhere has already found a solution. Figure 1
shows how we mapped this particular conflict onto the 2003 version of the Matrix:

Figure 1: Maintaining Process Speed Versus Reducing CBHI Amount Contradiction

As is often the case designing around existing patents, the job is very easy if it is okay to
end up with a worse (less ideal) solution. In this case, for example, we could have chosen
to live with a non-infringing patent that was slower than the patented solution. When we
seek out and resolve contradictions, however, because the Inventive Principles are in
effect acting as signposts that say ‘more ideal solutions this way’, not only do we have the
opportunity to design around the existing solutions, but we also end up with a stronger
solution. And, more likely than not – unless someone else already had the same idea –
our superior solution should also be patentable.
In this particular case, it was possible in a very short ‘Principle-storming’ session with the
domain experts to use several of the recommendations shown in Figure 1 to generate
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several solutions that appeared to be both practical, viable and, most important of all,
more ideal. Given that the CBHI represents a considerable part of the cost of operating the
process, any solution that allows less to be used, could clearly be seen as a good
direction to go. Still not ‘perfect’ – in the sense that the real idea would be for the biomass
to turn itself into fuel – but by reducing the CBHI from over 55% down to what looks like it
could be as low as 25%, very definitely a big step in the right direction – Figure 2. And, as
it later turned out, a very definitely patentable one.
Today

Perfect

Existing IP
New IP

Achieve the FUNCTION
with zero cost or harm

Figure 2: Patent Design Around Should Move In The Direction of ‘More Perfect’

And therein lies the main learning point from this case study – find and resolve a
contradiction in the current IP and not only will you almost inevitably design around the
existing IP, but in all likelihood you will have a new solution that is both more ideal and
patentable in its own right.
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Cynefin Framework And SI
Part 2: Re-Mapping Perception Mapping
Building on our introduction of the Cynefin framework in last month’s partner to this article,
our aim this time is to explore one or two of the other implications and possible uses of the
framework. Like the 9-Windows ‘system operator’, Cynefin presents alternative ways to
view the world. As discussed last month, there is a close connection between the Cynefin
world view and that of Spiral Dynamics; the various different levels of the Spiral mapping
very elegantly to the ‘Known’, ‘Knowable’, ‘Complex’ and ‘Chaotic’ quadrants of the
Cynefin framework. This month we examine how the Cynefin model might be used to
enhance a Perception Mapping analysis. As many readers will know, the Perception
Mapping tool is designed to make sense of complex, fuzzy situations. In that sense, the
tool recognizes that the world is a complex place. In another sense, the tool also
recognizes that all of us are different and therefore that we all potentially see the world in
different ways.
Figure 1, for example, represents the list of perceptions written down during a recent
analysis of a ‘people don’t buy into change because…’ problem worked on by a mixed
group of people from within a local service company.

Figure 1: ‘People Don’t Buy Into Change Because…’ For A Local Service Company

The list emerged from a ten minute exercise in which various different members of the
company wrote down their opinions regarding the change problems inside their
organization. As ever, the emphasis during the exercise was not about judging the right or
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wrong’ness of each perception, but merely in trying to get as comprehensive a list as
possible. After everyone was happy the list was complete, we conducted a ‘leads-to’
analysis. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: ‘People Don’t Buy Into Change Because…’ Leads-To Analysis And Perception Map

In a normal Perception Mapping exercise, this figure would have represented a final
conclusion, and in all likelihood, we would have sought to focus on the dominant ‘change
de-opimizes our beautifully optimized way of doing things’ versus ‘people don’t buy into
change because’ contradiction. However, in the spirit of wanting to explore how the results
might be affected by looking at them through a Cynefin lens, the group was instead asked
to go back to the original perceptions and to try and position them in the various different
quadrants of the framework. When this proved a little difficult to achieve, we also
introduced the various different levels of the Spiral Dynamics spiral and asked if the
perceptions could be mapped to the various different levels. Fortunately, this proved to be
a somewhat easier task – perhaps thanks to a greater level of prior knowledge of the
Spiral – and in a short space of time, we reached a consensus view for each perception as
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to which world-view it appeared to come from. (Note here that, as much as possible, we
avoided the temptation to try and relate any of the perceptions back to their originator; and
even in situations where the path was known, we also made it clear that just because
someone had made a ‘Red’ comment, didn’t mean that they were ‘Red’ thinkers.) Figure
3, then, represents the Perception Map with each of the perceptions re-coloured according
to the Spiral level:
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Figure 3: Perception Map Drawn With Associated Spiral Dynamic Levels

If nothing else, what this new picture seemed to suggest was that this was a situation
involving a lot of Red and Orange thinking. In terms of the loop at the bottom of the map
representing the key focus areas for solving the problem, the situation was more strongly
Blue – with the downward spiral being driven by a belief that change causes deoptimization (Orange) which then leads to disruption of established plans (Blue) which in
turn leads to an inability to achieve the desired stability (Blue).
Also interesting to observe on this map was how a perception coming from one level of the
Spiral lead to other perceptions at other levels. By way of example, the very Orange ‘how
is this different from other failed initiatives?’ (18) was deemed by the group to lead to a
very Red ‘NIH’ (12) response, which in turn, lead to a more calculating (and therefore
Orange) ‘too busy with other things’ reaction.
Next up, we decided to re-draw the Perception Map by re-arranging the various
perceptions into the relevant quadrants of the Cynefin framework. None of the ‘leads to’
arrows were changed, so the ‘result’ emerging from the map was unchanged. When the
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group saw the re-arranged map as shown in Figure 4, however, their strategy for solving
their change problem began to take on a new light:
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Figure 4: Perception Map Drawn With Spiral Dynamic Level Mapped To Relevant Cynefin Quadrant

For this specific group working on this specific problem, for example, it appeared clear that
the group was primarily operating in ‘known’ and ‘knowable’ domains, and that therefore
the solutions they needed to derive needed to be consistent with these positions (see
Reference 1 for a more detailed discussion on the difficulties of communicating change to
people at different levels on the Spiral).
A recognition that it was very difficult to get anyone thinking in the Red mode to make any
kind of sensible response to a change programme, any and all perceptions that ‘lead to’ a
perception in the ‘Chaotic’ quadrant could now also be deemed significant. Specifically this
meant perceptions 5 (why would anyone want to be disruptive?), 18 (‘how is this different
from other failed initiatives’) and 20 (‘I may up lower down the pecking order’) appeared to
need particular care lest bad handling lead to people slipping into Red thinking mode.
Finally, when it came to working with the Contradiction tool to solve some of the conflicts
present in the system, the Cynefin framework and Spiral levels helped to use the Inventive
Principle suggestions more effectively. For example, when working on the change-versusreluctance-to-de-optimize (perception 2) conflict, all of the perceptions leading in to that
perception were used as foci for the Inventive Principle suggestions – e.g. how to Nest the
issue of people being too busy with other things (perception 17); how to Localize the a
priori proof that the change initiative would work (perception 11); how to Segment the goal
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to achieve stability. In each case, the Cynefin framework was used to help set the context
for each of these Principle-Perception connections (e.g. when segmenting stability goals
think about the people whose worldview needs to be connected to what they already
know, and those whose worldview includes their desire to go and calculate it for
themselves – Figure 5).

Figure 5: Problem Solving Strategies In Different Cynefin Quadrants

Any problem involving humans is inherently complex. One of the things the Cynefin
framework is trying to help us to see is that if a group is not thinking in that space, you
have the choice to either try and help them to see the complexity, or – based on the Spiral
Dynamics understanding that it is difficult to change the way people think – to help people
derive solutions consistent with their way of thinking.
It is still early days for the combined Perception Mapping – Cynefin Framework integration
outlined here. The combination certainly helped deliver some powerful new insights when
working with this group on this particular problem. Our hope is that we have intrigued
readers sufficiently to want to try to conduct a similar framework mapping exercise on one
of their problems. Meanwhile, expect to hear more from us on this subject in the coming
months.

Reference
1) Mann, D.L., ‘If TRIZ IS So Good, Why Isn’t Everyone Using It, Part 7: Plausible
Deniability & Spiral Dynamics’, paper presented at TRIZ Kongress, Germany, 2005.
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Not So Funny: 2008 Awards
And so, with a faint, arrhythmic roll of drums, we are proud to announce our annual list of
not-so-funny Awards for 2008. With the onset of recession during the year, one might
have expected the start of an avalanche of bad stuff disappearing from sight. Apparently
not:
The It-Can’t-Be-KLM-Again Suck’y-Airline Of The Year Award – with no lost luggage,
no missed flights and no cancellations on any of our close-to 200 flights, 2008 was in
many ways an amazing year. That doesn’t mean that there’s nothing to complain about, of
course. The legendary Ryanair rudeness is starting to get a bit wearing. As is their ever
increasing series of desperate measures to skim every last cent out of their customer’s
pocket. Charging eight pounds (okay, I know sterling isn’t worth what it used to be) when
someone uses a debit card to pay for flights is closer to profiteering rather than mean, and
pretty close to the final straw on several routes. Eventual winners of the Award, though,
were Eastern Airways and their squadron of World War One biplanes. Well, almost. On
the plus side, they’re the only airline in the world to still offer passengers a boiled sweet to
suck prior to take off and descent. On the negative side, they do this because apparently
their cabin pressurization systems don’t work. Or they choose to turn them off. Coup de
gras, meanwhile, is their hand-baggage rule which effectively prevents passengers from
carrying anything bigger than a passport onto the plane with them. What with the bumpy
ride and lackadaisical behavior of their ground-crew when loading things into the back of
the plane, it’s a wonder they don’t unload the assortment of brief-cases, mobile phones
and laptop computers straight into a skip when the plane lands.

The All-Conversations-May-Be-Recorded-For-Training-Purposes Customer Service
Award – having managed to not have any correspondence or dealings at all with IKEA or
Fujitsu-Siemens this year, this was a tougher one than usual to award. Thankfully, our
friends at Amazon eventually stepped up to the plate and gave it a shot. In theory selling
our books on Amazon should be fairly straightforward to organize. In practice, Amazon put
one of our books up on their site without asking us, and then refused to put the other four
up. Then they put up a sign to say that the book they were selling was ‘out of stock’ – even
though they’d never asked either if it was ever in stock, or whether anything had changed.
When we tried to actually speak to a human person to sort things out, we were told to put
our request in writing. So we emailed them a note to the address they gave us, which then
– obviously – bounced back as ‘unknown address’. Trying all the possible combinations of
re-typed forms of the address resulted in still no success, and still our Business book
labeled ‘out of stock’.
All in all, a long way of apologizing to anyone who tried to order any books from us in
2008… we are trying, promise.
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The Depeche Mode Everything-Counts-In-Large-Amounts Literature Award…well,
2008 turned out to be a year of mediocrity as far as the substantial majority of business
literature was concerned. Aside from anything associated with Donald Trump or the vast
swathes of stating-the-bleeding-obvious self-help dreck, it seems that the publisher’s of
the world are getting a tad smarter when it comes to filtering out the real rubbish.
Occasionally, of course, a few things find their way past the filter system. Our joint winners
this year, then, are two – on the face of it – quite competent, and indeed, popular books.

First up ‘Grown Up Digital’ from bestselling author Don Tapscott. You might know Tapscott
best from Wikinomics. Whereas Wikinomics was merely mis-guided, with Grown Up
Digital, Tapscott has seemingly fallen into the domain marked ‘delusional’. The overall
theme of the book is that because Generation Y has ‘grown up digital’ and is one of the
largest generations ever numbers-wise, they are beginning to ‘change your world’. While
to some degree this is an inevitable truth, Tapscott’s bold statements on precisely how the
world will be changed is poor in the extreme. The first uh-oh warning bells start ringing the
moment you notice that many of the sidebar quotes come from Tapscott’s own offspring
and friends. Basic hint for future reference – taking a biased and comparatively tiny
sample and extrapolating across the whole generation is both dangerous and ultimately
futile. Except that it sells a few books. But then, he is a famous author, so maybe no-one
saw fit to check whether the man was talking drivel or not. According to us, the needle on
the drivel-ometer is bent past ten. On a scale of ten.
About level, then, with another popular trend prediction book, ‘Future Files’. The main
difference between the two books is that Future Files author, Richard Watson, didn’t
bother to gather any data. Rather his thesis is built on a whole bunch of naïve
extrapolations of already-in-place trends. The first uh-oh warning bells this time start pretty
soon after you realize that the book was published in September and yet still somehow
managed to fail to predict the (already in place) economic meltdown. In order to find that
howler, you have to actually start reading the book. Perhaps the biggest problem with this
book though happens before you actually open it with the cunning graphic on the front
cover. You can very easily see why the publisher fell for this one: a) trends are
complicated, b) wouldn’t it be nice if there was a trend-map of the world, c) would it be
even better if that map used a very powerful and iconic (i.e. London Underground)
metaphor in order to draw the potential reader in. The only flaw once this logic is followed
is that the metaphor simply doesn’t work. You can tell it doesn’t work, because at no time
throughout the whole book does Watson ever refer to either the graphic or how any of the
naïve trends he hypothesizes might fit together onto any kind of bigger structure. Shame
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on the publishers for falling into the trap, and shame on the editors for allowing Watson to
get away with not delivering what the metaphor was intended to deliver. Biggest shame of
all on Watson for engaging his typing hand without, apparently at any stage at all in the
writing process, also engaging his brain.
The Necessity-Is-Not-Always-The-Mother Invention Award – if the publishing industry
is starting to get a little smarter at weeding out the worst authors, there appears to be no
such equivalent quality control system in place in the Patent Offices of the world. 2008
was, in other words, another year with a bountiful crop from the delusions-of-adequacytree. December, for example, spawned these two monsters:

US7,458,405
Golf club head cover and towel

US458479
Decorative electrical outlet cover

The combined golf-club cover and towel is a particularly shameful example of the Patent
Examiner failing to understand that he’s not supposed to grant things that are ‘a new
combination of known objects’. The decorative electrical socket, on the other hand, is
more a case of shame on the inventor. In theory the idea is not such a bad one – disguise
ugly household feature by making it into something attractive – but then, in practice,
seeing as the socket probably has something plugged into it more often than not, we’re left
with the image of a castle being permanently attacked by a giant forked-tongued snake.
As ever, moving swiftly onwards, the world of pets continued to be well served by halfbaked inventors through 2008. Our favourites are probably these two – one a dog basket
for a vehicle console, the other a hall-of-mirrors for your pet bird. Both look like a really
good way of killing unwanted pets; at least the first one would offer a swift departure, the
distorted mirror is more likely to prompt a rather slower demise by triggering either
schizophrenia or any number of psychiatric complexes in the poor creature that dare look
at itself more than once.
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US7,448,345

US7,418,925

Overall winner of the ‘worst of the year’, though, finally went to this effort, granted as
US7,373,702 on May 20th. A bird nest-box perhaps? Lamp-post mounted dog-poop
repository? Nope. This one you have to go and check for yourself. You probably wouldn’t
believe us if we told you.

The Slow-Fast-Moving-Consumer-Goods Design Excellence Award – the FMCG
sector launches several thousand new products a year, approximately 95% of which will
be withdrawn from the market within their first year. Which is another way of saying that a
lot of pretty ropey stuff somehow finds its way onto our supermarket shelves. For some
reason, the scent-scientists have had a field-day in 2008. Here are our two top dumb-idea
awards:

I guess, in a bizarre other world, bacon air-freshener might be just what the jaded meateater needs. The scent of fresh-linen, on the other hand, sounds like either a great excuse
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for never washing the bedsheets or impressing the neighbours by giving the suggestion
that, of course, you wash your sheets every day.
Staying with the meat theme, our overall winner for the year has to be the beef bandage
assortment:

‘Steak is a healing power . Band-Aids are a healing power. Why not put them together into
t-bone band aids! It stands to reason that Beef mixed with band-aids is a no-brainer.’
Remember not to pet the family dog while wearing!
The Are-You-Sure-About-This Advertising Award – 2008 saw the advertising industry
plunging to ever lower depths in their increasingly futile attempts to make a jaded public sit
up and pay attention. It seems there are no longer any boundaries when it comes to what
can’t be advertised these days. Our innate eye for anything that successfully combines
bad taste and the macabre forced us to announce joint winners of this newly
commissioned award:

The right hand picture, in case you can’t read the small print, is for a funeral service.
The Never Make Predictions Especially About The Future, We’re-Going-Out-OfBusiness-Ha-Ha Prediction Award – painful as they are for those directly involved,
economic recessions serve the very useful brush-fire like function of killing off the weak
and unworthy. Seemingly half of the UK retail sector has already disappeared just a few
months into this recession. If the demise of Woolworths was a surprise, it shouldn’t have
been; the middle ground is disappearing because the world doesn’t want ‘optimum’ it
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wants either ‘cheapest’ or ‘best’. Our Anticipatory Failure Award goes to any of the
following companies that by some miracle or other manage to make it to the end of 2009:

The Microsoft Vista Award For Software-Kwolity-With-A-Capital-K Award – can only
ever be won by Microsoft Vista. And so, the Vista development team mission to send
Microsoft into a suicide death-spiral, continued apace in 2008, with a seemingly daily
download of patches and fixes to what is essentially the unfixable. Highlight of the
downloads was one that started with the ominous message ‘make sure you’re computer is
connected to a mains electrical supply before commencing’. A confusing message at first,
but after 75 minutes of sitting and watching helpless, unable to do anything other than
pulling out clumps of hair in frustration, finally very understandable; no-one’s battery was
ever going to have enough life to survive this attack. Final twist of the knife when
download and install operations finally came to a climax another 75 minutes later, there
was absolutely no noticeable difference in the behavior of anything at all. Well, unless you
count the fact that there wasn’t another patch download for two whole days. Microsoft
readers, I hope you’re glowing with pride.
The Caption Competition Photo Award – any reader who might have inadvertently
asked for a photo of Darrell to put in a conference flyer or whatever, will have noticed two
things: 1) there is only one photo of Darrell in existence, 2) Darrell is a firm believer in the
Aboriginal belief that having one’s photograph taken removes a part of the sprit.
Consequently, the only way to get a new photo of Darrell is to pretend to be someone
taking a photograph of something other than Darrell. Like this picture, recently sent to us
via an amazing coincidence. Apparently the photo is a popular choice on flickr.

We’re offering a prize for the best caption.
We’re also offering a bigger prize for the person who successfully recovers the stolen spirit
from the photographer who unwittingly included Darrell in his viewfinder.
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Patent of the Month - Arranging Ultra-Fine Particles/Micro-Channel Reactor

Joint winners of the Patent of the month award this month, both granted on December 30,
and both granted to University-based inventors – the first group at the University of
California; the second at Louisiana State. Both, too, are inventions associated with the
world of small.
First up is US7,470,954, ‘Arranging Ultra-Fine Particles’ from the nano-scale scientists at
the University of California. The basic purpose of this invention is to accurately place metal
nano-particles for possible applications in high-density magnetic storage media, magnetooptical devices, and quantum dot displays. The key problem making this job difficult is that
accurately placing many, many such particles is potentially very time-consuming and
therefore expensive. In an ideal world, such particles would ‘self-assemble’ into their
required positions, and indeed this is the main solution claimed by the inventors in the
invention disclosure.

In the course of working out how to achieve this solution, the inventors have hit upon two
main inventive steps. The first relates to a geometric effect, as described in Claim 1:
A fabricated device comprising: a photoresist coated-substrate formed with wells through its
surface, said wells having gradually sloping walls and an aspect ratio of less than 0.37, and
micelles enclosing nanoparticles disposed in said wells.

In simple terms, what is happening here is that the use of ‘wells having gradually sloping
walls’, particles self-assemble because when placed onto the substrate, they naturally
tend to drop into the wells. These ‘wells’ and their ‘sloping surfaces’ appear to offer an
elegant illustration of Inventive Principle 17, Another Dimension in action.
This, however, isn’t the end of the problem, because what the wells tend to do is make the
substrate thicker, which in turn necessitates the use of more materials and a bigger overall
component. What the inventors have then discovered in their attempts to mitigate this
effect is to tap into an existing resource: ‘The selective positioning of the nano-particles in
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our study is consistent with the capillary force effect.’ This capillary force effect offers a
good illustration of the incorporation of a field into the system, and as such is closely
connected to Inventive Principle 28B.
Use of this effect has then allowed the inventors to make the wells more shallow (‘aspect
ratio less than 0.37’) and hence make the substrate thinner.
Here’s what the overall contradiction solved by the invention looks like when mapped onto
the Contradiction Matrix:

Interestingly, both Inventive Principles 17 and 28 are present in the matrix
recommendations. Quite encouraging given that the invention is operating at the nanoscale.
Not quite nano, our second invention, US7,470,405, is concerned with ‘micro-channels’ at
the 0.1mm scale. Here is a little of the background to this Louisiana invention:
So-called monolith reactors have been used to promote catalysis in liquid-gas reactions. A
monolith is a single piece, typically formed of ceramic, with microchannels running through it.
Larger reactors may be made by stacking multiple monoliths, generally with their respective
microchannels aligned. Catalysts may be embedded on, or adsorbed onto, the surfaces of the
microchannels, to provide active sites for catalysis reactions. A liquid phase and a gas phase are
brought into contact in the microchannels, where they react in the presence of the solid-phase
catalyst. Reaction rates are enhanced by thorough mixing of the gas and liquid phases. However,
it has previously been thought to be difficult to promote efficient mixing within a microchannel, due
to factors such as surface tension and poor distribution of gas and liquid phases within the narrow
diameter of the channel.

The problem this time is about getting as much of the working fluid as possible through the
micro-channels, the restriction being that the cross-sectional area of the channels is by
definition ‘micro’-sized. Here’s what this problem looks like when mapped onto the Matrix:
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And here is what the inventors did to solve the problem:
The combined effect of the separate gas inlets for each micro-channel, the open nature of the
microchannels on both ends, and oscillatory forcing results in highly efficient transport of both gas
and liquid through all of the microchannels, promotes efficient mixing, and enhances catalysis.

The use of ‘oscillatory forcing’ appears to provide a very nice illustration of Inventive
Principle 18, ‘Vibration’. The ‘separate gas inlets’, we think best represent an illustration of
Inventive Principle 2, ‘Taking Out’, albeit in its ‘separate’ form.
The nice thing about both inventions, then, is that they both make clear jumps towards
increased ideality, and moreover, both do it using strategies that make better use of what
is already there in the system – a previously un-used capillary effect in the former case
and a pulsation of an existing pumping action in the second.
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Best of the Month – The Meaning Of Things

So bad were the books we had available for review this month, we ended up re-tracing
steps back to 1981 before we found anything worthy of the ‘best’ accolade. And even then
the eventual choice – The Meaning of Things by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (or, ‘Professor
Unpronouncable’ here in the office) – is not without some fairly substantial flaws.

The main reason you need to be aware of the book, if you’re not already, is encapsulated
in a quote from page 178: “Aesthetic experiences, which are often considered subjective
and hence inessential by social scientists, actually may be one of the essential we learn to
become objective, in the sense of coming to recognize the pervasive qualities of the
environment in their own terms”. The essence, then, of the book is about man’s
relationship with our artifacts. Or, put another way for fans of TRIZ Su-Field Analysis, the
book is about the ‘fields’ that form the essential third corner of the triangle in which an
artifact (S1) does something to a person (S2). Professor Unpronouncable even – surely
without any prior knowledge of TRIZ – sees fit to draw the person-artifact-meaning triad in
a triangular form:
Person

Thing

Transactional relationship
1) Aesthetic
2) Attention
3) Goal

As such, in theory, the book forms an important piece in the Systematic Innovation story,
since few other authors have explored the relationships between humans and the objects
they accumulate in such detail before, and fewer still have found meaningful ways of
segmenting our relationships with our artifacts into categories (‘aesthetic’/perceptual,
attention, and ‘goal’-oriented). Also a nice feature of the book is that it is built on some
actual data – several hundred people from a variety of different backgrounds were
interviewed around the theme ‘describe objects that have a special meaning to you’. Alas
trying to extrapolate to encompass the whole world is still something of a stretch. Despite
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(or perhaps because of) the authors’ insistence on quoting statistical significance data to
several too-many decimal places.
One also suspects that if the authors had known about Clare Graves and Spiral Dynamics
they would have been able to make some much more solid conclusions. We can say this,
since, having read the book already having the Spiral Dynamics knowledge, it is almost
uncanny how pretty much everything that the Csikszentmihalyi experiments uncover fit
very elegantly into the various different levels of the Spiral. In fact, as a good exercise for
Spiral Dynamics acolytes, The Meaning Of Things serves as a very good set of data for
testing your skills of interpreting what the various interviewees say onto the different
levels. (Clue: the large majority are very Orange; the rest are mainly Blue, with a few
Green thrown into the mix.)
Aside from the problem of trying to generalize from such a small set of data, the other
main flaw of the book is that it can be tough going in places. Maybe my problem was,
knowing Spiral Dynamics, it was already obvious that people fall into ‘self’-oriented and
‘sacrifice’-oriented types so I didn’t need a dozen pages trying to build the finding up into
some sort of ‘wow’ climax. Chop a third of the content away, sprinkle in some of the Spiral
Dynamics insights and an updated version of the book might veer in the direction of
‘profound’. Even as it is, anyone who is in the business of designing artifacts that will be
used directly by a consumer ought to take a serious look at this book. Expect to take a
good week or so to plough your way through it, but also expect to be seeing the world
through different eyes at the end of the experience.
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Conference Report – Inaugural Taiwan Systematic Innovation Conference

The Taiwanese Society of Systematic Innovation was formed in May of 2008 and has
already attracted close to 200 members. Despite the biting recession, over half of them
were in attendance at the inaugural Society conference, held at the prestigious Tsing Hua
University just outside Taipei, on 17 January.
The conference also managed to attract more papers than either TRIZCON or the ETRIA
TRIZ Future conference put on in their 2008 events. And even better than that, some of
them provided examples of actual case studies. Some of them winning actual prizes in
national innovation awards.
In terms of patents-per-capita, Taiwan currently ranks as world’s best:
3000

US Patents*
per million
population 2500
(2000-2008)
2000

1500

1000

500

0

Frankly speaking, looking at some of the solutions being presented, despite the language
difficulties for a non-Chinese speaker, it wasn’t difficult to see why. Add systematic
innovation to an already formidable innovation and creativity ability, and we should expect
to see great things happening in this part of the world in coming years.
It was again a pleasure to be invited to the conference. Darrell did the honours this time,
presenting a keynote address in the morning on ‘Understanding the Customer’, and then a
live problem-solving tutorial in the afternoon. In both cases, the audience was very
receptive and full of tough, challenging questions – which, indeed, continued through the
whole day. As a consequence, I felt that I was learning as much if not more than the
participants. Which doesn’t happen often at conferences these days. Especially TRIZ
ones.
The conference is planning to go global next year, and on this showing, readers would be
well advised to think about attending. Perhaps as a substitute to the growing range of
other TRIZ-related events around the world. Aside from the friendly people, the biggest
recommendation comes from the fact that instead of being drowned in TRIZ minutiae, the
menu of content on offer is not only broader in scope, but significantly higher in relevance
to the supposed function of TRIZ/SI. Which is delivering tangible benefit – real solutions to
real problems.
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Investments – Flexible Charge Pump Generator

Researchers at one of our favourite places on the planet, Georgia Tech, have developed a
new type of small-scale electric power generator able to produce alternating current
through the cyclical stretching and releasing of zinc oxide wires encapsulated in a flexible
plastic substrate with two ends bonded. The new “flexible charge pump” generator is the
fourth generation of devices designed to produce electrical current by using the
piezoelectric properties of zinc oxide structures to harvest mechanical energy from the
environment. Its development was reported in the current issue of Nature
Nanotechnology.

“The flexible charge pump offers yet another option for converting mechanical energy into
electrical energy,” said all-round nano-technology hero, Zhong Lin Wang. Professor Wang
is Regent’s professor in the School of Materials Science and Engineering and director of
the Center for Nanostructure Characterization at the Georgia Institute of Technology. “This
adds to our family of very small-scale generators able to power devices used in medical
sensing, environmental monitoring, defense technology and personal electronics.”
The new generator can produce an oscillating output voltage of up to 45 millivolts,
converting nearly seven percent of the mechanical energy applied directly to the zinc
oxide wires into electricity. The research has been supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, the National Science Foundation, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and
the Emory-Georgia Tech Center for Cancer Nanotechnology Excellence.
Earlier nanowire nanogenerators and microfiber nanogenerators developed by Wang and
his research team depended on intermittent contact between vertically-grown zinc oxide
nanowires and an electrode, or the mechanical scrubbing of nanowire-covered fibers.
These devices were difficult to construct, and the mechanical contact required caused
wear that limited how long they could operate. And because zinc oxide is soluble in water,
they had to be protected from moisture.
“Our new flexible charge pump resolves several key issues with our previous generators,”
Wang said. “The new design would be more robust, eliminating the problem of moisture
infiltration and the wearing of the structures. From a practical standpoint, this would be a
major advantage.”
To boost the current produced, arrays of the flexible charge pumps could be constructed
and connected in series. Multiple layers of the generators could also be built up, forming
modules that could then be embedded into clothing, flags, building decorations, shoes – or
even implanted in the body to power blood pressure or other sensors.
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When the modules are mechanically stretched and then released, because of the
piezoelectric properties, the zinc oxide material generates a piezoelectric potential that
alternately builds up and then is released. A Schottky barrier controls the alternating flow
of electrons, and the piezoelectric potential is the driving force of the charge pump.
“The electrons flow in and out, just like AC current,” Wang explained. “The alternating flow
of electrons is the power output process.”
Constructed with zinc oxide piezoelectric fine wires with diameters of three to five microns
and lengths of 200 to 300 microns, the new generator no longer depends on nanometerscale structures. The larger size was chosen for easier fabrication, but Wang said the
principles could be scaled down to the nanometer scale.
“Nanoscale materials are not required for this to work,” he said. “Larger fibers work better
and are easier to work with to fabricate devices. But the same principle would apply at the
nanometer scale.”
The wires are grown using a physical vapor deposition method at approximately 600
degrees Celsius. Using an optical microscope, the wires are then bonded onto a polyimide
film and silver paste applied at both ends to serve as electrodes. The wires and electrodes
were then encased in polyimide to protect them from wear and environmental degradation.
To measure the electric energy generated, the researchers subjected the substrate and
attached zinc oxide wires to periodic mechanical bending created by a motor-driven
mechanical arm. The bending induced tensile strain which created a piezoelectric potential
field along the laterally-packaged wires. That, in turn, drove a flow of electrons into an
external circuit, creating the alternating charge and discharge cycle – and corresponding
current flow.
Increasing the strain rate increased the magnitude of the output electricity, both in voltage
and current. Wang believes the frequency of the current is limited only by the mechanical
properties of the polyimide substrate.
The researchers conducted a number of tests to verify that the current measured was
produced by the generator – and not an external measurement artifact. Using the same
experimental setup, they stretched carbon fibers and Kevlar fibers coated with
polycrystalline zinc oxide, and did not observe current flow. The research team also
developed two criteria and eight tests for ruling out experimental artifacts, Wang noted.
For the future, Wang sees the family of small-scale generators enabling development of a
new class self-powered wireless sensing systems. The devices could gather information,
store it and transmit the data – all without an external power source. “Self-powered
nanotechnology could be the basis for a new industry,” he said. “That’s really the only way
to build independent systems.”
Check out more of the great Professor’s work at
http://www.nanoscience.gatech.edu/zlwang/index.html
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Generational Cycles – Children!
If you examine societal attitudes to children over the years, it is possible to uncover some
very interesting generational characteristics. Strongly correlated with periods of babyboom and baby-bust, the media portrayal of children and parental attitudes to children go
through periods of good, bad and indifferent.
The following picture illustrates the pattern as represented in some of the most popular
films of their time:

Looking at films being made for Baby-Boomer parents-to-be in the late 60s through mid
70s, the popular underlying theme, starting with the classic horror film Rosemary’s Baby,
was that children were (not through any fault of the parents) evil. While it can’t be said with
any certainty that these kinds of message caused or even played a causal role in the
ensuing baby-bust, the fact that the films were so popular provides a clear indication that
they made a significant empathetic connection to the public at large.
Move forward to the late 1980s and the film industry attitude to children had made a 180
degree shift. Films made for Generation X parents-to-be contained the consistent theme
that children were more important than careers; that having children was a tough but
ultimately far more rewarding job.
More recently, coming up to the present day, the attitude to children has shifted again.
Take a look at Dakota Fanning in films like I Am Sam, War Of The Worlds and Man On
Fire and a clear archetype emerges: it’s a tough world, parents (usually only one being
present) are largely dysfunctional, and the child is the real reason for living. i.e. made
precisely for a generation whose parents were watching Steve Martin in Parenthood and
Robin Williams in Mrs Doubtfire. Only now – and very significantly – the Dakota Fanning
role and particularly the missing parent is aimed at placing the adult Generation Y viewer
into the parental role.
With that in mind, go back four generations to the so-called Greatest generation and we
see a direct analogue to Dakota Fanning in Shirley Temple. And if you’re not convinced
there is a parallel, think about this: in 16 of the 20 films Temple made as a child, she
played characters with at least one dead parent. This was a big part of the formula for her
films, which, like Fanning today, encouraged the adults in the audience to take on the role
of her parent.
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Biology – Torrent Frog

Most female frogs don’t call; most lack or have only rudimentary vocal cords. A typical
female selects a mate from a chorus of males and then –silently – signals her beau. But
the female concave-eared torrent frog, Odorrana tormota, has a more direct method of
declaring her interest: She emits a high-pitched chirp that to the human ear sounds like
that of a bird. This is one of several unusual frog-related findings recently reported in the
journal Nature.

The frog lives in a noisy environment on the brushy edge of streams in the Huangshan Hot
Springs, in central China, where waterfalls and rushing water provide a steady din. The
frog has a concave, recessed eardrum, said Albert Feng, a professor of molecular and
integrative physiology at the University of Illinois and team leader on the new study. The
concave shape protects an eardrum one-thirtieth the thickness of that of most frogs, which
allows the concave-eared torrent frog to hear higher frequency sounds. That is likely an
adaption to its home; noisy waterfalls and rushing water drown out the lower frequencies,
so the frogs use calls that extend into the ultrasonic range.
“In the world we know of only two species – the other one in southeast Asia – that have
the concave ear,” Feng said. “The others all have eardrums on the body surface.”
The unusual ear structure and the high-pitched calls are likely an evolutionary adaptation
to the noisy environment, Feng said. The waterfalls and streams produce a steady racket
predominantly in a lower frequency range than that used by the frogs.
Laboratory experiments showed that the frogs could hear most of the audible and
ultrasonic frequencies emitted by other torrent frogs. The only other animals known to use
ultrasonic communication are bats, dolphins, whales and some insects. The calls are quite
complex. A single torrent frog broadcasts its message over several frequencies at once, at
harmonic intervals, like a chord strummed simultaneously on several strings.
The new analysis, conducted by Shen, Feng and Narins, found that female frogs also emit
a call that spans audible and ultrasonic frequencies. The team has not observed females
vocalizing in the wild (these frogs are nocturnal and can leap up to 30 times their body
length), but in laboratory settings the females emitted calls only when they were carrying
eggs.
Male torrent frogs exposed to recorded female calls were quite responsive, usually
chirping within a small fraction of a second. In the laboratory, the males usually chirped
and then leapt directly at the source of the female call. Their ability to home in on the
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sound call was astonishingly precise, Feng said. A typical male could leap toward the
sound with an accuracy of over 99 percent.
“This is just unheard of in the frog kingdom,” he said.
Only elephants, humans, barn owls and dolphins are known to detect sound with similar
precision. The small distance between the frog’s ears (about one centimeter) makes its
ability to localize the sound that much more impressive, Feng said.
How the female picks a mate in the wild is still unknown, however.
“We have a lot of work to do to figure out whether she directs the signal to one male or
whether she lets a bunch of males come and compete, or whether there is any kind of
dueting session during which she then decides: ‘OK, You’re my guy. Hop on my back and
I’ll take you to the creek!’” Feng said.
These studies likely have implications for human health. Earlier research into the
mechanics of frog hearing and directional hearing helped Feng and his colleagues at the
U. of I.’s Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology design an “intelligent”
hearing aid that boosts sound signals of interest embedded in other sounds in the
immediate environment of the listener.
From a Systematic Innovation perspective, the torrent frog provides us with illustrations of
the resolution of several conflicts. First up is the adaptation to living in the noisy
surroundings of waterfalls. The conflict here looks like this:

…where we see Principle 18 providing the pointer towards the use of higher frequency,
ultrasonic solutions. We also see, through the presence of Principle 23, a recommendation
consistent with the feedback given by the female frogs, normally silent in the large majority
of frog species, but here having evolved their chirping response to male calls.
Next up, once the solution direction towards higher frequency signals is set in motion
comes the new problem that in order to detect high frequency sounds, the ear-drum is
required to become thinner. The conflict this time looks like this:

And again we see how the torrent frog’s recessed (Principle 17, Another Dimension) and
concave (Principle 14, Curvature) ear design provides a wonderful illustration of the
recommendations made by the Matrix.
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Short Thort
We are surrounded by information.
It has never been easier to obtain information.
But information by itself is not enough.
It is how we look at information that matters.
How do we get the most value from information?
This is an area that needs attention.
There are many aspects of information,
such as accuracy, bias, interest, relevance, etc.
We could seek to access these different aspects all at once.
We could also separate them out to avoid confusion
and to make sure that we cover all the different ways
of looking at the information.

PURPOSE

ACCURACY

POINT OF VIEW

INTEREST

VALUE

OUTCOME

Adapted from Edward DeBono ‘Six Frames For Thinking About Information’

News
The Vital Message 2012
We are happy to report that we have a chapter featured in the forthcoming book ‘The Vital
Message 2012’. The book is a project to celebrate the 150th Anniversary of the birth of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Perhaps better known for his Sherlock Holmes stories, Doyle was
actually a futurologist of some note. Our chapter is entitled Embracing Conflict/
Transcending Conflict’. The book will be published on 22 May. We will be keeping a stock
of the books for any readers interested in acquiring a copy. More details closer to the date.
SMASH
Speaking of books, we are also pleased to announce that the Indian book, ‘SMASH:
Innovation: Smashing the Hand-Mind-Market Barrier’, which we contributed a foreword to
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early in 2008, was published on December 27. Although the book is primarily intended for
the Indian market, we will again be holding a small stock for anyone interested in obtaining
a copy. Details on the website by the time you read this.

Disruptive Innovation
March 2-3 sees us conducting the first of a series of ‘disruptive innovation’ workshops in
the SE Asia region. This first one in the series will focus on product and process
disruptions, from both disruptor and disruptee perspectives.
ISPIM XX
We will be presenting a paper and workshop on ‘Trendstorming’ at the 20th annual
conference of the International Society of Professional Innovation Managers with our
Austrian partners, IMG. The conference will take place in Vienna from 21 to 24 June.
Global Innovation In Construction
We will be presenting a paper at one of the world’s biggest construction industry events,
this year to be held in Loughborough, England. Given the deepening recession, the can be
few industries that need innovation more than the construction sector. Let’s hope that
there are still enough construction companies still in business that they get to send
delegates to listen to how to do it.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Oil/gas – problem solving clinics
University – ‘prioritising research funding’ study and educate-the-educator
workshops
FMCG – process improvement
Social Networking – new product definition
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